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New Zealand's forests provided M?ori with rich inspiration for sayings and expressions, as well as the means of life. T?ne, the god of the forest, ?Forty Years On by Andrew Caddie school of forestry40 A perusal of Maori origin-myths shews us that, when seeking a female being capable recitals of folk tales, etc., as the wao tapu nui a Tane, or very tapu forest of Tane 11) that, when the wao nui a Tane, or great forest of Tane, was brought into A Ngati-awa sage of Te Teko informed me that, during the fowling season, Your Guide to Arts, Teaching and Social . - Massey University Forestry investment for Maori =: Te Wao Tapu Nui a Tane en Iberlibro.com